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POINTS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
BetFan Daily Blog Updates 
BetFan Racecards & Ratings 
BetFan App For iOS 
BetFan App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 

SOCIAL MEDIA… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube 

YOUR FREE TIPS… 

BetFan Free Tips 
Win Free Tips 
BetKudos Free Tips 
TipsterTV Free Tips

GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Friday Issue of Your 
BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Pace Ace, Declan 
O'Donoghue - Irish Racing and ARH 
Racing.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group


CLICK HERE!
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You can now get up to 3 Fantastic Top Tips to use as you wish. Use as Single Win 
Bets, Doubles or if you're feeling Super Lucky maybe go for a potential MEGA 
JACKPOT Treble!!! 

It may sound a bit like a Lucky Dip but we can assure you that this Brand New way of 
getting your Daily Tip Fix is only ever made available once we have some of the very 
best betting advice in the system! 

There’s no subscription to set up it’s simply a one off payment you make as and when 
you want them. You can choose 1 tip for £0.99, 2 tips for £1.49 or ultimately go for 
gold with 3 of the days very best tips for just £1.99. 

SPICE UP Your Daily Betting! CLICK HERE YOU MIGHT GET LUCKY!

http://betfan.com
https://members.betfanplus.com/yourtips/get.tips.php
https://members.betfanplus.com/yourtips/get.tips.php


It’s England Versus Germany At Wembley - By Rick Elliott


There are first legs and reverse matches in the World Cup playoffs this weekend but 
the biggest fixture is the friendly that brings together England and Germany at 
Wembley on Friday night. On the same evening Wales will get a flavour of what might 
have been as they play against France away from home in a friendly. The fixture could 
have been a meeting in the World Cup next summer but Wales have not qualified. 


The most famous match in the history of English football was between England and  
West Germany in the 1966 World Cup final. I’m still not convinced England’s third and 
crucial goal was over the line but in subsequent fixtures England have paid the price 
for getting the rub of the green in that huge match. Sadly this week’s match is looking 
like England’s second string against the current world champions who traditionally 
aren’t that bothered about winning matches of this nature.  


Managers and players often talk about the spirit in the camp and pride of playing for 
the shirt. So it seems odd that a full team of England players have withdrawn from the 
squad for a variety of reasons. The truth is that when push comes to shove matches 
in the Premier League and Champions League are more important than international 
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friendlies, even against Germany. The value of playing the reserves against Germany 
is questionable. The outcome will have nil significance for the World Cup. 


Betting on international friendlies is fraught with danger. Sven Goran Eriksson made 
numerous changes as England manager and often it was a totally different side that 
finished the match compared with the starting line-up. Motivation is another factor. 
England’s best players compete in high intensity matches for their clubs and the level 
is bound to drop for a non-competitive match. The betting on cards window of 
opportunity has now been closed because the spread firms have reacted. 


In the early days of spread betting you could buy and sell outcomes for the first. An 
associate realised there are very few bookings and dismissals in international 
friendlies. The spread firms were several steps behind so blindly he would go low on 
cards in these matches. He made hay while the sun shone but now the bookings 
quotes have contracted and the value has gone. At some stage buying bookings 
could be the bet and an England v Germany match could apply. The match outcome 
is too difficult to call due to the unknown factors. The fence sitters can back the draw. 


The final of Euro 2016 in Paris could quite easily have been between France and 
Wales. The hosts qualified but Wales lost to the eventual champions, Portugal, in their 
last four tie. At the time the Welsh national team were on a massive crest of a wave 
but things went pear shaped in World Cup qualifying. Losing Gareth Bale for part of 
the campaign was a huge blow and any side would miss one of the best players in the 
world. Without their talisman and best player Wales came up short. 


France are genuine contenders for the World Cup because they have a number of 
world class players and quality in all areas of the pitch. The World Cup picture will be 
clearer after the playoffs but France would be the ante-post bet to lift the trophy in 
Russia next summer. Motivation and team selection will be key against Wales who 
might have a point to prove so can record an unlikely victory in France.  There won’t 
be many bookings but that ship of selling cards has sailed. 


Don’t Expect Goal Fests Tonight - By Rick Elliott


If you are thinking of forgoing a Friday night out and about for the football tonight then 
please be advised that the two friendly internationals are looking like low scoring 
encounters. England are playing the reserves and there have been just seven goals in 
Germany’s last five matches. Wales average less than a goal a match over eight 
fixtures and France are fielding mainly the second string. The double on less than 
three goals in both matches pays 9/4 with William Hill. These matches are 
meaningless and have no significance for the World Cup next year. 


Anyone who backed the draw in last night’s World Cup playoff between Northern 
Ireland and Switzerland (e.g. me) will be feeling aggrieved. The referee awarded a 
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penalty to the Swiss when the ball hit the shoulder of one of the Irish lads. On balance 
Switzerland were the better team and Ireland did not have a shot on target. The 
second leg in Basel on Saturday should see the home qualify for the World Cup (1/5 
with Ladbrokes). At one stage the four British teams looked like qualifying but now 
only England are there and Northern Ireland are doomed.   


Shantou Rock could be the best horse running in Britain today and the one runner 
who could race at the Cheltenham Festival next March. Backing horses at odds-on in 
novice chases looks fraught with danger but when a runner has some chase 
experience the statistics suggest they are good things. SHANTOU ROCK has the best 
form of the entries today at Warwick (1.50pm) and won his first chase so the 4/9 with 
Coral is not such a ridiculous price and equates to a 44% return on investment. 


Before you settle down to watch the football tonight there is a horse running under 
lights on the All Weather at Newcastle (7.45pm) that you should back. England and 
Germany may struggle to hit the target but Arrowzone can score in the north-east 
tonight. The horse has the best form in the race and won last time out with something 
to spare so ARROWZONE is a standout racing bet at 6/4 with bet365.


A Cracking Bookie Offer! 


There’s a cracking friendly being played tonight at Wembley, between England and 
Germany. Think there will be a goal scored? You can get a whopping 33/1 about there 
being a goal scored by clicking the link, below - 


>>>Click Here For Your 33/1<<< 

BET WORLD REVIEWS - UP And RUNNING - First 
Review Published Today


Many thanks to all who have signed up to become Bet World Review Members. It’s 
good to know that people want to know about the day to day realities of the product 
scene and we have already started nearly a dozen reviews with more very much on 
the way.


Already our membership is international and we have received several specific review 
requests including one from Europe. Good to know that Brexit is not going to affect us 
in any way here. 


When I set up the BWR site I included a few services that I have been looking at for 
some time and I will be updating their performance records regularly in the future. One 
service had been dormant for a while because the source information for making 
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selections disappeared overnight! But the author, Chris Williams, is nothing if not 
resourceful and he has uncovered an alternative means of making selections which 
has been available for over a month now. So I have been following the revised method 
and it remains profitable at much the same level as before. 


Called Football Trading Secrets Method 9 you can see the updated review by 
Clicking Here or if you prefer go straight to the method web page by Clicking Here. 
The system is very simple to operate and is at the lower end of the risk scale - it is 
back bets only and can be run at any time to suit the user. In the trial of the new 
method I have seen 148 successful bets and just 3 losers - a strike rate of 98%. 


You should be able to recoup the modest one off fee within days so it is well worth a 
look.


Before I go a heads up about a recent spate of services appearing from deepest 
Yorkshire. I took a look at the 10XMethod’s first attempt to raise £100 to £1,000 
which bombed spectacularly but there seems to be a more sinister side to things as 
well. The address quoted on the service emails is County Way, Barnsley, S70 2JW.


Since I started looking at this I have received at least 6 more services emails coming 
from the same address but to which I have not signed up or even asked for details. 
These services are sending offers of other services implying they have good 
experience of them but in reality are just the latest offerings to be doing the rounds. 


This is poor practice indeed - a reputable company would never pass on your details - 
but it shows the potential money that can be made from an up to date email list. 


The way to deal with such emails is both to unsubscribe and report them as spam. 
Most of these fly by nights are using professional email services which will soon ban 
them if they receive reports of spam from recipients so please take the time to do this 
as in the long run you are helping others as well as reducing the junk appearing in 
your own in box. 


Don’t forget to check us out at Bet World Reviews and join the conversations about 
the current services under review. I look forward to seeing you there. 


Just CLICK HERE To Start Exploring Bet World Reviews
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